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Goal-Related Activity in V4 during
Free Viewing Visual Search: Evidence
for a Ventral Stream Visual Salience Map

ulates a hierarchical arrangement of retinotopically or-
ganized filters that represent different spatial scales,
orientations, and positions, analogous to the known
properties of neurons found in early and intermediate
visual areas. Nonlinear winner-take-all (WTA) interac-
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tions between filters produce a retinotopic salience
map. Oculomotor plans based on such a salience mapSummary
can be used to facilitate efficient use of limited foveal
resources. If a salience map is indeed used to guideNatural exploration of complex visual scenes depends
eye movements, then the model suggests that visualon saccadic eye movements toward important loca-
selectivity and form processing should influence the oc-tions. Saccade targeting is thought to be mediated
ulomotor planning process.by a retinotopic map that represents the locations of

From a theoretical perspective, a neural instantiationsalient features. In this report, we demonstrate that
of the salience map model should satisfy several con-extrastriate ventral area V4 contains a retinotopic sa-
straints. The map must be retinotopically organized, itlience map that guides exploratory eye movements
must receive input from visual areas capable of repre-during a naturalistic free viewing visual search task.
senting fine spatial details, and it must project to theIn more than half of recorded cells, visually driven
oculomotor system. Single-neuron recording studiesactivity is enhanced prior to saccades that move the
have demonstrated that the superior colliculus (SC), thefovea toward the location previously occupied by a
frontal eye fields (FEF), and lateral intraparietal cortexneuron’s spatial receptive field. This correlation sug-
(LIP) satisfy some, but not all of, these requirements.gests that bottom-up processing in V4 influences the
These areas are all active prior to saccades directedoculomotor planning process. Half of the neurons also
toward salient or behaviorally relevant visual features,exhibit top-down modulation of visual responses that
and each connects, directly or indirectly, to the oculo-depends on search target identity but not visual stim-
motor system (Bichot et al., 2001a; Constantinidis andulation. Convergence of bottom-up and top-down
Steinmetz, 2001; McPeek and Keller, 2002). However,processing streams in area V4 results in an adaptive,
neurons in these areas are generally insensitive to thedynamic map of salience that guides oculomotor plan-
structural properties of visual stimuli such as orientation,ning during natural vision.
spatial frequency, and color (Bichot et al., 1996). For
this reason, it is unlikely that these areas alone canIntroduction
support the analysis of fine spatial detail required to
facilitate saccade targeting during natural vision. In thisDuring visual exploration of complex natural scenes,
report, we seek to identify the source of visual input toboth humans and nonhuman primates make highly ste-
the salience system.reotyped eye movements. These movements consist

One possibility is that salience is an emergent prop-of periods of stable fixation lasting 200 ms or longer,
erty arising from a network of interconnected brain re-interspersed with rapid eye movements (saccades) that
gions, each of which mediates a different aspect of sa-shift gaze from one point to another in the scene (Yarbus,
lience computation. Some areas, like the FEF, might be1967). During natural vision, saccades bring salient vi-
responsible for generating eye movements (Bruce andsual features onto the fovea, where they can be pro-
Goldberg, 1985). Parietal areas, like LIP, might mediatecessed with maximal spatial resolution (Motter and
multimodal salience extraction (Cohen and Andersen,

Belky, 1998). Natural scenes often contain many salient
2000). Ventral areas, like V4, might be critically involved

features, but the fovea can be directed toward only one
in computing salience based on the spatiotemporal

at a time. Efficient allocation of limited foveal resources properties of the scene. This alternative framework for
requires careful selection of foveation targets during salience computation represents a modification of the
natural vision. Many factors influence saccade targeting: Koch and Ullman model because early spatial filtering
behavioral goals, motivational state, and both the local stages are anatomically separated from the WTA stage.
and global spatial properties of the visual scene. This Extrastriate area V4 is an important intermediate stage
report explores the relationship between visual activity of visual form processing; virtually all visual signals in
in an extrastriate form processing area, V4, and oculo- the ventral pathway pass through V4 on the way to
motor planning during free viewing visual search. inferotemporal (IT) areas (Ungerleider and Mishkin,

The influence of spatial scene properties on saccade 1982). In contrast to FEF and parietal areas previously
targeting (Reinagel and Zador, 1999; Yarbus, 1967) sug- implicated in salience computation (Bichot et al., 2001b;
gests that visual form processing should play a key role Constantinidis and Steinmetz, 2001), V4 neurons are
in guiding eye movements during natural vision. In 1985, highly selective for complex visual attributes like shape
Koch and Ullman (Koch and Ullman, 1985; also see Itti and color (Gallant et al., 1993; Gattass et al., 1988; Pasu-
and Koch, 2000, and Niebur and Koch, 1996) proposed pathy and Connor, 1999; Schein and Desimone, 1990).
an influential model describing how salient features Although V4 has no direct anatomical connection to the
could be identified in natural scenes. The model post- oculomotor system, Fischer and Boch (1981a, 1981b)

described presaccadic enhancement of activity in V4
neurons when stimuli in the receptive field (RF) were*Correspondence: mazer@socrates.berkeley.edu
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Figure 1. Free Viewing Visual Search Task

Top panel shows typical stimuli used during
free viewing visual search task (FVVS); bot-
tom panel shows schematic trial structure.
The textured noise pattern cued onset of a
search trial. Animals responded to the start
cue by grabbing a touch bar. The search tar-
get (T) appeared at the center of the screen
and could be inspected for 3–5 s. The search
target was extinguished for a delay period
(2–4 s), and an array of possible matches was
presented (2–5 s). If any array contained the
search target, the bar had to be released
within 500 ms of array offset. If only distract-
ers (X) were present in the array, no bar re-
lease was permitted. The delay-array cycle
could repeat up to seven times on each trial.
During each experiment, the search target
and distracters were circular image patches
of the same size selected randomly from a
single photograph.

also targets for upcoming saccades. More recently, Tol- Top-down modulation of visual inputs to the salience
ias and colleagues (Tolias et al., 2001) used probe stimuli network might facilitate visual search. Modulation of
to map spatial RFs immediately before saccades toward specific classes of visual input based on the spatial
highly salient targets. They described small changes in properties of the search target could serve to make the
RF size and location immediately before saccade execu- entire network more sensitive to particular features and
tion. The observation that activity in V4 is correlated thereby increase the likelihood of target detection.
with eye movements raises the possibility that V4 could Therefore, we also sought evidence of dynamic changes
be one source of visually selective input to the sa- in V4 responses that were correlated with search target
lience network. identity and uncorrelated with either visual stimulation

In this report, we describe experiments designed to or eye movements.
test the hypothesis that area V4 provides visual input
to a salience network that could guide eye movements
during natural vision. Two macaques were trained to Results
perform a free viewing visual search (FVVS) task that
requires both accurate oculomotor planning and fine We recorded from 104 well-isolated V4 neurons in two
visual discrimination (see Figure 1 and Experimental adult male macaques while they performed the FVVS
Procedures). This task was specifically designed to dis- task (see Figures 1 and 2). Performance was typically
sociate the spatial properties of visual stimuli from their 80%–95% correct on the search task. In this report we
perceptual salience. We expected that if V4 is involved discuss only the data from trials in which the search
in salience computation, then during FVVS, eye move- target was correctly detected. To determine the relation-
ments should be preferentially directed toward retino- ship between the neuronal firing rate during each fixation
topic locations with elevated V4 activity. If this were the and the direction of the subsequent saccade, we first
case, then the visual responses of single V4 neurons analyzed the recorded eye position signal to identify
should be correlated with the direction of subsequent fixations during FVVS (see Experimental Procedures).
eye movements during FVVS.

Spikes associated with each fixation were extracted and
While the original salience map model was entirely

aligned to fixation onset. These data were used to com-stimulus driven, there is substantial evidence that extra-
pile fixation-aligned response rasters. Rasters wereretinal factors can influence salience computations. Pre-
sorted by the direction of the subsequent saccade andvious studies have shown that attention can dramatically
binned (15� � 15� � 25 ms bins) to form histograms.affect visual behavior (Treisman and Gelade, 1980). Neu-
Figure 3B shows the activity of a single V4 neuron, plot-rophysiological studies in V4 have revealed two classes
ted as a two-dimensional function of subsequent sac-of attentional modulation. First, attention to particular
cade direction. This neuron shows an enhanced visualspatial locations (spatial or focal attention) can affect
response during fixations immediately prior to saccadesboth the spatial sensitivity profiles (Connor et al., 1997;
directed toward the RF and a relative reduction in firingMoran and Desimone, 1985) and tuning properties (Mc-
prior to saccades directed away from the RF. The timeAdams and Maunsell, 1999) of V4 neurons. Second, atten-
course of enhancement is correlated with the timetion to particular stimulus features or attributes (feature
course of the visual response itself; maximal enhance-attention) can suppress or facilitate responses to stimuli

falling in the RF (Haenny et al., 1987; Motter, 1994a). ment occurs at the peak latency of the neuron.
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Figure 2. Typical Eye Movements during
FVVS

(A) One stimulus frame from a visual search
trial is shown, overlaid with the animal’s vol-
untary eye movements (yellow trace). The
background pattern is a textured noise stimu-
lus with 1/f 2 power spectrum. A 4 � 2 array
of image patches is blended into the back-
ground pattern. The green and red squares
indicate the beginning and end of the eye
trace, respectively.
(B) Eye position for the entire trial (�25 s),
plotted as a function of time. Red and blue
curves indicate horizontal and vertical eye
position, respectively. Vertical dashed lines
demark the different phases of the trial (S,
sample presentation; D, delay period; and T,
presentation of the test array). Gaps in the
eye traces are caused by blinks and short
periods of time when the monkey looked out-
side the calibration range (away from the
CRT). Note that gaps occur predominantly
during the delay period and at the end of the
sample presentation period. Dashed hori-
zontal line indicates 0� (dead ahead).
(C) The indicated portion of (B) is shown at an
expanded time scale. The time period exactly
corresponds to the frame shown in (A).
(D and E) The distribution of fixation durations
and saccade lengths across the entire data
set (82 neurons; 224,529 fixations and sac-
cades). Solid and open arrows indicate mean
and median values, respectively. Average fix-
ation duration was 195 � 168 ms (mean �

SD; median, 144 ms). Average saccade length
was 13.7� � 11.9� (median 13.7�).

Saccades Are Directed toward Retinotopic this reason, this analysis probably underestimates the
true proportion of V4 neurons whose activity predictsLocations of High V4 Activity

To identify all neurons in which visual response magni- the direction of the subsequent saccade.
For fixations falling along the lower left boundary oftude predicts the direction of subsequent saccades, we

first collapsed each two-dimensional activity map (e.g., each search array, subsequent saccades were almost
always directed away from the RF (all neurons studiedFigure 3B) along the radial direction, preserving the an-

gular component (30� bins). The resulting angular activity had RFs located in the lower left quadrant). On these
fixations, only the background pattern could fall in thefunction represents the average visual response magni-

tude as a function of saccade angle, independent of RF. This could lead to a biased assessment of saccade-
related activity. For instance, if image patches consis-saccade length. A permuted Rayleigh test was used to

identify neurons with significantly nonuniform angular tently drove a neuron more strongly than the back-
ground pattern, regardless of salience, the resultingactivity functions (p � 0.05, corrected for multiple com-

parisons across time bins). 58% (42/73) of the V4 neu- correlation between low firing rates and saccades away
from the RF (biased by lower-left fixations) could spuri-rons in our sample with sufficient data for this test exhibit

statistically significant, nonuniform angular activity func- ously appear to be salience-related activity. To address
this, we repeated the Rayleigh test after excluding alltions. During FVVS, the activity of these cells predicts

the direction of the subsequent saccade. Note that the fixations in which the RF fell outside the bounds of the
search array. After exclusion, we found 59% (43/73) ofRayleigh test is statistically conservative; it is most sen-

sitive to distributions with a clear, unimodal peak and the neurons tested have nonuniform angular activity
functions, consistent with visual responses predictiveis relatively insensitive to multipeaked distributions. For
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Figure 3. Visual Responses in V4 Predict the
Direction of the Subsequent Saccade

(A) The fixation-aligned response histogram
(1 ms bins) for a single neuron indicates the
average response of the neuron during fixa-
tion, independent of the direction of the previ-
ous and subsequent saccades. The solid ver-
tical line (0 ms) indicates fixation onset; the
dotted vertical line represents the mean la-
tency of the subsequent saccade.
(B) To visualize the relationship between neu-
ral activity and the direction of the subse-
quent saccade, responses are sorted by di-
rection of the subsequent saccade and
plotted on two-dimensional maps reflecting
activity at Hme points indicated by yellow
bars in (A). Maps are smoothed for illustration
(� � 1 bin). Blue circles indicate the spatial
RF. In this neuron, visual responses are en-
hanced just before saccades that drive the
fovea toward the RF (87 and 137 ms). The
region of increased visual response is the
salience field (SF). Bottom panel shows
one-dimensional polar plots of activity as a
function of subsequent saccade direction, in-
dependent of saccade magnitude (see Exper-
imental Procedures). Black arrows indicate
direction toward RF center; green and yellow
arrows indicate directions preceded by maxi-
mum and minimum activity levels, respectively.

(C) Summary histogram of normalized differences between the locations of SFs and RFs across the sample of V4 neurons (n � 59; see text
for details). The nonuniform shape of the histogram indicates significant correlation between SF and RF.

of subsequent saccade direction. These data indicate correlations between target energy and saccade direc-
tion will be biased: stimuli that fall in the RF and are thethat correlations between visual responses and saccade
target for the subsequent saccade will tend to havedirection in V4 are not attributable to the specific se-
higher energy than RF stimuli that are not the target forquence of eye movements the monkey uses to perform
a subsequent saccade.the FVVS task.

We investigated this possibility by plotting stimulusWe defined the salience field (SF) of each neuron as
energy (average luminance, RMS contrast, and spectralthe spatial region of enhanced presaccadic activity
content of pixels falling in the RF) as a function of subse-(i.e., the bright yellow regions in Figure 3B). We quanti-
quent saccade direction. Figure 4A shows a polar plotfied the correspondence between SF and RF in each
of RF luminance as a function of subsequent saccadeneuron by calculating the angular difference between
direction. It is clear in this case that there is no system-SF and RF centers (mean of the best fit Gaussians). To
atic bias in the relationship between luminance energyaccount for SF and RF size differences, the angular
and saccade direction. Figure 4B summarizes this rela-difference was normalized by the average of the SF and
tionship for the 73 neurons with sufficient data to per-RF sizes (see Experimental Procedures for complete
form this analysis. Each point represents the differencedetails). Figure 3C shows the distribution of normalized
between RF angle and the mean vector of the polarangular differences across the sample. The correspon-
luminance-saccade plot (Figure 4A). If the predictivedence between the spatial locations of the SF and RF
activity we report here reflects saccades directed to-is highly significant (�2 � 36.1, df � 9, n � 59, p �
ward high luminance stimuli falling within the RF, then0.0001), indicating that V4 visual responses are typically
all points should lie on the line of unit slope (y � x).enhanced prior to saccades that drive the fovea toward
Instead, the points are completely scattered, demon-a neuron’s RF.
strating that there is no systematic relationship between
luminance, saccade direction, and RF position. We car-

V4 Predictive Activity Does Not Depend ried out additional tests to determine whether stimulus
on Stimulus Luminance or Contrast RMS contrast (Figure 4C) or spectral energy (Figure 4D;
The image patches in this experiment can vary substan- see Experimental Procedures) could account for our
tially in brightness and contrast, and it is theoretically results. These tests show that contrast and spectral
possible that this variability could have influenced our energy are also unrelated to saccade direction and
results. Consider, for example, a situation in which high- RF position.
energy (i.e., luminance or contrast) targets falling within As an additional control, for 14 neurons we normalized
the RF tend to attract saccades, while low-energy tar- all the image patches so they all had the same RMS
gets do not. If high-energy targets also tend to elicit contrast and mean luminance as the background. In
stronger responses in V4 than do low-energy targets, these experiments it was impossible to perform the task
then for those neurons whose responses predict the using simple contrast or luminance cues. In 6/14 (43%)

of these neurons, visual responses significantly pre-direction of subsequent saccades, the distribution of
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Figure 4. Simple Statistical Properties of Stimuli in the RF Do Not
Predict Subsequent Saccade Direction

(A) Polar plot of the normalized luminance (0%–100%) of the pixels
falling in the spatial RF as a function of subsequent saccade direc-
tion, for one neuron. Each point represents a single fixation. The
solid black line (with error bars) indicates average RF luminance
(�SD, 45� bins); the dashed circle indicates the mean luminance
across all fixations; and the solid outer circle indicates 40% lumi-
nance. Open arrow and filled arrow indicate the direction toward
the spatial RF and the mean vector of the polar luminance distribu-
tion, respectively.
(B) The angular location of the spatial RF (open arrow in A) is plotted
on the abscissa and the mean vector of the luminance-RF profile
(filled arrow in A) on the ordinate. Each point represents a single
neuron; filled points denote significantly modulated neurons.
The arrow and star denote the cell shown in (A). The dashed line

Figure 5. Relationship between Gaze Angle and Saccade Directionindicates the best linear fit to the complete data set (n � 73); solid
line indicates unity slope (y � x). The substantial scatter in these (A) Summary of gaze positions in a typical FVVS data set (one neu-
points indicates that there is no relationship between luminance ron). Each dot indicates the gaze angle for a single fixation recorded
of the stimulus within the receptive field and the direction of the during 2384 s of search (8358 fixations). Gaze is directed toward
subsequent saccade. positions occupied by the search targets (white circles). Arrows
(C) Same analysis as in (B), but for rms contrast. indicate three equivalent saccades initiated from three different gaze
(D) Same analysis as in (C), but for spectral energy. positions (see text for details).

(B) Saccade vectors for the same data set. In our analyses, each
saccade is a vector originating at the origin; for clarity only the
vector endpoints are plotted. Circle indicates RF location. The single

dicted the direction of the subsequent saccade. These arrow represents all three saccades plotted in (A).
data demonstrate that V4 neurons can still predict sac- (C) Frequency histogram for saccade directions (9�/bin; circle � 500

saccades/bin). Saccades in the direction of the arrow are saccadescade direction even when luminance and contrast cues
directed toward the RF. Note that this distribution is circular, indicat-are not available.
ing that all saccade directions were sampled densely.

V4 Activity Predicts Saccade Direction,
experiment, even though the search targets were pre-not Gaze Angle
sented on a regular grid.Previous studies reported that the activity of a subpopu-

lation of V4 neurons can be modulated by changes in
gaze direction (Rosenbluth and Allman, 2002). However, V4 Predictive Activity Is Visual, not Motor

The data presented thus far suggest that the responsesthe effects reported here are not related to gaze direc-
tion, but rather to saccade direction. Gaze direction de- of each V4 neuron reflect, in part, the salience of the

features in the spatial RF. During FVVS, the spatial distri-scribes the angular displacement of the fovea relative
to a fixed reference position (typically straight ahead). bution of activity across the surface of V4 feeds forward

to higher stages of processing, where it is used to guideIn contrast, saccade angle refers to the change in gaze
angle as the animal redirects its eyes from one location oculomotor planning. However, previous studies have

suggested that saccade-related activity in V4 could re-to another. In this study, all saccade vectors were mea-
sured relative to the position of the eye at the start of flect oculomotor command signals, as opposed to visual

inputs used to make oculomotor decisions (Fischer andeach saccade and are therefore independent of gaze
angle. The relationship between gaze angle and saccade Boch, 1981a, 1981b; Tolias et al., 2001). Therefore, we

examined saccade-related activity more closely to de-vectors is illustrated in Figure 5. The circular shape of
the saccade vector distribution (Figure 5C) indicates termine whether correlations between V4 activity and

subsequent saccade direction reflect an oculomotorthat saccade directions were sampled uniformly in our
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Figure 6. V4 Activity during FVVS Reflects Vi-
sual Responses rather than Premotor Activity

(A) Computer simulation illustrating how the
visuomotor index (VMI, see text for details)
can distinguish between visual and motor re-
sponses. Data were obtained from a model
V4 neuron (latency 70 ms) responding to 1000
fixations. The left column shows simulated
eye movements (top) and spike rasters (bot-
tom) aligned to fixation onset. The right col-
umn shows the same data aligned to onset
of subsequent saccade. x axes indicate time
relative to fixation (f ) or saccade (s ) onset.
On the left, the solid vertical line indicates
fixation onset and the dashed line indicates
the mean latency of the subsequent saccade;
on the right, the dashed line indicates sac-
cade onset and the solid line indicates the
mean onset of the previous fixation. Solid
traces are response histograms for the two
alignment conditions, plotted on the same
scale. The histogram peak is higher in the
fixation-aligned condition (VMI � 0), confirm-
ing that the underlying simulated process is
visual and not premotor.
(B) Fixation- and saccade-aligned responses
from one V4 neuron, along with average re-
sponse histograms. Like the model cell, this
neuron has a strong visual response and a
positive VMI.
(C) Summary histogram of VMI frequencies
in the population of 82 neurons tested. The
average VMI (0.08 � 0.01, mean � SEM) is
significantly greater than zero (permuted t
test, p � 0.0001). Individual significance test-
ing reveals that in 36/82 (44%) of the cells,
the VMI is significantly greater than zero (per-
muted t test, p � 0.05, indicated by the black
bars); one neuron (gray bar) has a significantly
negative VMI.

plan, either premotor activity originating in V4 itself or V4 Responses Are Modulated by Task Demands
We hypothesized that if top-down feature attentiona corollary discharge signal originating in oculomotor

or parietal areas. serves to facilitate visual search, then changes in visu-
ally driven activity in V4 should be correlated with searchTo distinguish between visual activity and oculomotor

commands, we calculated two response histograms for target identity. During FVVS, the cued sample at the start
of each trial (see Figure 1) provides complete informationeach neuron, one aligned to fixation onset and one to

saccade onset. The ratio of peak magnitudes from the about the spectral properties of the target, i.e., orienta-
tions, spatial frequencies, contrast, etc., but no informa-fixation- and saccade-aligned response histograms in-

dicates whether neuronal activity is influenced predomi- tion about the spatial location of the match. Feature
attention could serve to modulate V4 selectivity basednantly by visual or oculomotor factors (see Figure 6). For

each neuron, we computed a visuomotor index, VMI � on the spectral properties of the sample. (Based on
the uniform distribution of saccade directions shown(fmax 	 smax)/(fmax 
 smax), where fmax and smax are the maxi-

mum firing rates in the fixation- and saccade-aligned in Figure 5C, we assumed that spatial attention, being
tightly coupled to eye movement generation [Bisley andresponse histograms, respectively. Positive VMIs indi-

cate that neuronal modulation is coupled to the visual Goldberg, 2003], was uniformly distributed.)
In our experiments, we typically selected four differentresponse; negative VMIs suggest that activity reflects a

premotor response. 89% (73/82) of V4 neurons in our search targets (and 90–100 distracters) at the start of
each run. For each neuron in our sample, we compiledsample have positive VMIs (see Figure 6C), and of these,

36 VMIs are significantly greater than zero (p � 0.05). fixation-aligned response histograms conditioned on
the search target (see Figure 7). To assess the statisticalOnly one cell has a significantly negative VMI. This analy-

sis demonstrates that V4 activity during FVVS is predom- significance of modulations caused by feature attention,
each target-contingent, fixation-aligned response histo-inantly visual: visual responses in V4 influence oculo-

motor planning, and not vice versa. gram was compared to a grand mean fixation-aligned
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Figure 7. V4 Neurons Are Modulated by Feature Attention during FVVS

Fixation-aligned response histograms (25 ms bins) conditioned by search target are shown for two different neurons (see text for details).
Solid and dashed lines indicate mean firing rates; filled regions denote �SEM. Inset image patches are the actual search targets used in each
condition. Vertical solid and dashed lines indicate fixation onset and mean saccade onset times, respectively.
(A) One V4 neuron whose activity increases during search for the upper patch, relative to search for the lower patch. Note that this change
in activity is completely independent both of the specific visual stimuli falling in the receptive field and of subsequent saccade direction.
Maximum modulation occurs near the peak of the visual response.
(B) A second V4 neuron that shows search target-dependent modulation. For this neuron, modulation occurs throughout the fixation response.
(C) Distribution of feature attention modulation indices. Filled black bars indicate neurons showing statistically significant attentional modulation
(F � 0; p � 0.05). Dashed line is the average feature attention index across all significantly modulated neurons (0.16 � 0.14, mean � SD; n � 44).
(D) Population effect of feature attention on the fixation-aligned response histogram. Solid and dashed lines show the population level fixation-
aligned histograms obtained during search for the two different search targets, as described above for individual neurons. For each of
the 44 significantly modulated neurons, fixation-aligned response histograms were normalized (0-1) and then averaged to compute the
population effect.

histogram obtained by pooling across all target condi- sponses are most likely to be followed by saccades that
move the fovea toward the location currently occupiedtions. Each target-contingent histogram was compared

to the grand mean histogram using a permuted t test. by an active neuron’s spatial RF. Second, presaccadic
enhancement in V4 reflects the salience of features inIf any target-contingent histogram showed significant

differences from the mean (p � 0.05, corrected for multi- the RF and is not merely an oculomotor command signal
originating elsewhere. The strong correlation betweenple comparisons), the neuron was considered to be

modulated by feature attention. Over 25% (28/104) of V4 oculomotor behavior and visual activity in V4 suggests
that V4 contributes to the oculomotor planning process;neurons show significant differences in fixation-aligned

responses across search targets. We typically obtained however, it does not appear to actually encode the mo-
tor plan itself. This is consistent with the critical role ofseveral thousand fixations in each target condition. Each

fixation brought a unique visual stimulus into the RF, area V4 in the visual form processing stream (Gallant et
al., 2000). Third, salience signals in V4 are influenced byand each was followed by a unique saccade vector.

Sample-dependent response histogram modulations feature attention. Many previous studies have shown
that V4 activity is influenced by both feature and spatialare therefore not attributable to variations in either the

visual stimuli or the pattern of saccades generated by attention (McAdams and Maunsell, 1999; Moran and
Desimone, 1985; Motter, 1994a, 1994b). Based on thethe animals in each experimental condition.
results described here, we suggest that during natural
vision, feature attention serves to modulate visual selec-Discussion
tivity to facilitate target detection. During both free view-
ing visual search and visual exploration of natural envi-Our results reveal several novel findings about V4 activ-

ity during visual search. First, visually driven activity in ronments, feature attention can act to facilitate accurate
oculomotor planning.single V4 neurons predicts the direction of subsequent

saccades. More specifically, the correspondence be- The original salience map hypothesis (Koch and Ull-
man, 1985) postulated that target detection in complextween SF and RF indicates that enhanced visual re-
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scenes could be supported by a single retinotopic, stim- observed during FVVS are considerably shorter than
ulus-driven salience map requiring no top-down modu- those required in the earlier studies (mean 195 ms com-
lation. We suggest that salience computation is actually pared to 300–3000 ms; see Figure 2D), and we observe
implemented by a network of cortical and subcortical significant parasaccadic suppression in virtually all V4
areas working in concert. Some areas, like V4, provide neurons (Gallant et al., 1998). Our results suggest that
visual input to the salience network. Others, like the FEF, previously reported presaccadic enhancement effects
reflect the salience network’s output and tie the network in V4 are either suppressed or obscured during FVVS.
into the oculomotor system. Extraretinal modulation in FVVS closely mimics natural visual exploration, both in
V4 reflects the influence of behavioral goals and task the spectral properties of the stimuli and the pattern of
demands. These signals may arise in IT and prefrontal eye movements. We must therefore consider the possi-
cortex (Miller et al., 1993; Wilson et al., 1993). Although bility that the presaccadic enhancement described by
the computational principle of this network are similar in Fischer and Boch is not a significant factor in V4 during
many respects to the original conception of the salience natural vision.
map (Koch and Ullman, 1985), in this formulation no Taken together, our results demonstrate that area V4
single brain structure is solely responsible for salience is a key stage of the salience network during free viewing
computation. search. The spatial distribution of activity within V4 en-

It is interesting to compare the V4 activity observed codes information that downstream areas could use to
here with an earlier study of IT activity during FVVS guide subsequent saccadic eye movements toward in-
(Sheinberg and Logothetis, 2001). Our results suggest teresting or behaviorally relevant points in the visual
that the spatial distribution of activity in V4 encodes the scene. Natural visual search requires coordination be-
retinotopic locations of salient features throughout the tween salience computation, target selection, and ocu-
visual field. Our analysis excluded periods during which lomotor planning. Salience computation under natural
the search target was visible (see Experimental Proce- viewing conditions appears to involve several areas,
dures). Therefore, we can be sure that the salience rep- both visual and oculomotor, acting in concert. Our re-
resentation in V4 depends on neither successful target sults suggest that V4 may be a key component of this
detection nor the decision to execute a motor act in network. FEF and LIP are clearly involved in target selec-
response to that information. In contrast, neurons in tion and oculomotor planning (Bichot and Schall, 1999;
anterior IT cortex appear to encode target detection and Bisley and Goldberg, 2003; Gottlieb et al., 1998), but
not target salience. Sheinberg and Logothetis (2001) they do contain the visually selective neurons required
trained animals to perform a search for small objects to support target selection during natural vision. V4 neu-
embedded in natural scenes, using natural eye move- rons provide visual input to the salience network that
ments. Animals were required to execute a saccade to can be used to facilitate identification and localization
the detected target when the match was detected. Un- of behaviorally relevant scene features. This information
der these conditions, a subset of neurons in anterior IT can be used to efficiently place potential matches at the
is active only when the target appears in the RF and the fovea, where they can be scrutinized with high spatial
subsequent saccade is directed toward the target. When resolution.
the target falls in the RF but is not detected, these neu-
rons are unresponsive. Taken together, our findings and Experimental Procedures
those of Sheinberg and Logothetis suggest that the WTA
stage of salience computation is implemented some- Data were collected from two adult male monkeys (Macaca mulatta),

8 and 10 kg. All procedures were in accordance with the NIH Guidewhere along the ventral stream between V4 and IT.
for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and approved by theV4 does not make a direct projection to oculomotor
Animal Care and Use Committee at the University of California,areas but does receive feedback from the FEF (Stanton
Berkeley. A metal head post, scleral search coil (in one animal), andet al., 1993). Previous reports of presaccadic enhance-
an acrylic recording platform overlying area V4 were implanted using

ment in V4 (Fischer and Boch, 1981a, 1981b; Tolias et sterile surgical techniques under isoflurane anesthesia. During re-
al., 2001) suggested that enhancement was likely due cording, V4 neurons were identified on the basis of both stereotaxic
to feedback from an oculomotor area, possibly the FEF. coordinates and physiological properties.
Under free viewing conditions, we find that the time
course of subsequent saccade prediction closely fol- Visual Search Task
lows the time course of the normal V4 visual response Animals were trained to perform the FVVS task (see Figure 1) prior

to the onset of recording. Search trials were cued by onset of a(see Figure 3). This indicates that presaccadic enhance-
textured noise pattern. Animals initiated each trial by grasping ament in V4 reflects an enhanced visual response due to
touch bar following cue presentation. A search target was presentedbehavioral context or salience. Although this finding is
at the center of a 21 inch CRT (Viewsonic PS790; 37 or 45 cm viewing

consistent with previously reported data, it suggests an distance) blended smoothly into the background pattern (filtered
alternative interpretation of those results. In the previous white noise and textured patterns with 1/f 2 power spectra). Animals
studies, animals were trained to perform a traditional were given 2–4 s to inspect the search target using voluntary eye
saccade-to-target task in which they fixated for 300– movements. After a 2–4 s delay (during which only the textured

background pattern was visible) an array of 4–25 potential match1000 ms while a saccade target was presented at a
stimuli was presented (also blended into the background pattern).peripheral location. At the end of the fixation period,
Each array remained on the monitor for 2–5 s. If the search targetsaccades were executed toward the location cued by
appeared anywhere in the array, the touch bar had to be released

the saccade target (Fischer and Boch, 1981a, 1981b). no later than 500 ms after array offset. Following nonmatch arrays,
The use of extended fixations facilitated dissociation of there was another 2–3 s delay period. The delay-array sequence
visual and motor responses by temporally separating repeated 1–7 times (uniform probability distribution); the final array

on each trial contained the search target. If the target was correctlythe visual response from the motor act. Natural fixations
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detected, as indicated by the bar release, monkeys received a liquid Response Histograms
To construct response histograms, the continuous data record ob-reward. Failures to detect the target were indicated by an error cue

followed by a brief timeout period. The monkeys were not required tained during each FVVS trial was segmented into fixations. First,
saccades were identified from the calibrated eye position signal byto indicate the position of the match. Both the spatial location of

the target and the time at which it appeared in the trial (frame thresholding the eye velocity signal (�12�/s). Continuous periods of
stable fixation (�25 ms) were isolated along with correspondingnumber) were selected randomly at the beginning of each trial. All

frame durations and trial lengths were fully randomized to eliminate spike rasters (beginning 500 ms before fixation onset and ending
at the onset of the following saccade). Rasters were aligned to eitheranticipatory effects.

Both search targets and distracters were circular image patches fixation onset or the start of the following saccade, depending upon
the analysis. Rasters were collected into response histograms usingextracted from black and white photographs. For most neurons

studied, patches were cropped using a circular mask the size of either 25 ms or 1 ms bins, depending on the analysis. Histograms
the spatial RF. In a few eccentric neurons with large RFs, patches binned at 1 ms resolution were convolved with a Gaussian (� �

were limited to a maximum radius of 5�. The outer 10% (by radius) 3 ms). Only data from correct trials were analyzed in this report
of each patch was �-blended smoothly into the background pattern. (80%–95% of all trials). The first and last frames of each trial (when
During each recording session, image patches were selected ran- the search target was present on screen) were also excluded
domly from a single high-quality digital black and white photograph. from analysis.
The grid spacing and geometry of each search array were individu- To distinguish between visual and motor activity, we calculated a
ally adjusted for each neuron studied such that fixation of one patch visuomotor selectivity index (VMI) from the 1 ms resolution response
usually placed a different patch at the center of each neuron’s RF. histograms. This index, VMI � (fmax 	 smax)/(fmax 
 smax), where fmax

For parafoveal neurons (�2� eccentricity), patch size was adjusted and smax are the maximum rates in the fixation- and saccade-aligned
to encompass both the RF and fovea, and array spacing was ad- response histograms, respectively, varies between 	1, for a pure
justed to prevent any patch overlap. RFs ranged from 0.5� to 16� in motor response, and 
1, for a pure visual response.
radius (mean 4.6�). Fixation-aligned response histograms were used to estimate the

ability of each neuron to predict subsequent saccade vectors. For
each neuron, fixation-aligned rasters were sorted by direction ofFixation Task
the subsequent saccade, and response histograms (25 ms bins)To facilitate RF mapping and eye tracker calibration, animals were
were computed for each saccade vector (15� � 15� bins). For eachalso trained to acquire and maintain fixation on a small (2–3 arcmin)
histogram time bin, response rate was plotted as a two-dimensionalhigh-contrast target for 3–6 s. During fixation trials, eye movements
function of saccade vector (see Figure 3B). To identify neurons in(�0.5�) ended the trial. For RF mapping, small high-contrast probe
which visual activity was correlated with the direction of subsequentstimuli (circular spots or oriented bars) were presented at random
saccade, angular response functions were computed by plottinglocations (5–10 Hz). Spot locations were determined by sampling
firing rates as a function of saccade direction (independent of ampli-the hand-mapped RF with a 10 � 10 (or denser) grid. Conventional
tude; 30�/bin) for each time bin and tested for nonuniform distribu-reverse correlation methods were used to estimate RF location and
tions using a permuted Rayleigh test (p � 0.05, corrected for multiplesize (Mazer et al., 2002). Quantitative estimates of RF size and loca-
comparisons, i.e., the number of time bins analyzed). For each neu-tion were obtained by fitting spot map data with circularly symmetric
ron with significantly correlated activity, the angular center andtwo-dimensional Gaussians; mean and standard deviation of the
width of the salience field (SF) was taken as the mean and standardbest fit Gaussian were taken as the RF center and radius, respec-
deviation of the best-fit one-dimensional Gaussian to the angulartively. During eye tracker calibration, animals fixated on the same
response function with a maximum response rate. Differences be-small targets placed at 20–40 different locations on the CRT in
tween RF and SF centers were quantified by computing the normal-random order, one location per trial. Eye positions measured during

FVVS were converted to CRT coordinates by interpolation based ized angular difference between the two centers: d � (�SF 	 �RF)/
on the data obtained during tracker calibration runs. Interpolation [(�SF 
 �RF)/2], where �SF and �RF are the angular SF and RF positions
was performed offline using a two-dimensional cubic spline function and �SF and �RF are their widths. If SF and RF are uncorrelated, then
(MATLAB, MathWorks, Natick, MA). Eye tracker calibration was per- the distribution of d should be uniform. The measured distribution
formed for every neuron studied, typically at the end of each FVVS was tested for uniformity using a standard �2 test (df � 9, p � 0.001).
run. This calibration procedure was sufficient to recover gaze direc- Fixation-aligned response histograms were also used to identify
tion during FVVS with a resolution of �0.25� for both the scleral coil neurons with significant search target-dependent activity. For each
and the infrared tracking system. Blinks and periods when gaze neuron, fixation-aligned rasters were sorted by search target and
was directed outside the calibration range (i.e., off-screen) were averaged to compute a response histogram (25 ms) for each search
excluded from analysis. target tested (typically four). Histograms were compared to a grand

mean response histogram (computed from all fixations, independent
of search target) as follows. For each time bin, each conditionalData Collection
histogram was compared to the grand mean histogram using aBehavioral control, stimulus presentation, and data collection were
permuted t test. Neurons with significant deviations from the grandperformed on a Linux microcomputer using custom software. Eye
mean histogram, in any condition (p � 0.05, corrected for multiplemovements were recorded either with a scleral search coil (1000
comparisons), were considered to be modulated by the searchHz) (Judge et al., 1980) or with an infrared eye tracker (120 Hz: RK-
target.801, ISCAN, Burlington, MA; or 500 Hz: Eyelink II, SR Research,

Toronto, Canada). Latencies associated with the video-based track-
ers were compensated during offline analysis (Gawne and Martin,

Stimulus Statistics2000). Single neuron responses were recorded using high imped-
Additional analyses were used to assess the influence of stimulusance (nominally 10–25 M) epoxy-coated tungsten microelectrodes
statistics on neuronal activity and saccade direction (see Figure 4).(125 �m diameter, 20�–25� taper; Frederick Haer Co., New Bruns-
The pattern falling within the RF on each fixation was first extractedwick, ME). A microdrive system (MM-3BF, National Aperture,
and several statistical indices were computed: average luminanceNashua, NH) was used to advance electrodes through the intact
(normalized from 0%–100%), RMS contrast, and spectral content.dura perpendicular to the cortical surface. Signals were amplified
Spectral content was characterized in terms of the power spectrum,(Model 1800, AM-Systems, Seattle, WA) and band pass filtered
expressed as a 256 element vector. Spectral differences between(0.1–10 kHz; custom filter), and spikes were isolated using a conven-
different stimuli falling within the RF were quantified by computingtional window discriminator. In later experiments, neural signals
the angular difference between each measured power spectrumwere recorded with a dedicated multichannel recording system (am-
vector and a standard reference vector (all ones). Next, each indexplification, filtering, and spike detection in a single unit; MAP, Plexon
was plotted as a function of subsequent saccade direction (seeInc, Dallas, TX). Spike times were recorded with 1 ms resolution
Figure 4A), and the direction of maximum correlation was expressedby the same computer system controlling the behavioral task and

recording eye movements. as mean vector angle (see Figures 4B–4D).
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